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DANGER on

The recent shootings along Interstate High-
way 270, which killed a 62-year-old woman
Nov. 25, have prompted people to more
closely examine the glorification of violence
in the media today and its possible negative
effects. Tipped by a similar incident in Ten-
nessee, some claim the motive behind the
crimes lies in a popular video game, Grand
Theft Auto III, according to ABC News. The
intense graphics and striking realness of the
action-based game may be causing more than
just harmless fun.

A woman was killed and a man seriously
injured when .22-caliber bullets hit their cars

while traveling on Interstate 40 June 25 in Ten-
nessee, according to The Columbus Dispatch. Two
stepbrothers, ages 14 and 16, pleaded guilty to reck-
less homicide, claiming they took the guns from a
locked room in their house and shot at tractor-
trailer rigs like in Grand Theft Auto.

Junior Ben McCombs, who owns the game,
said he realizes the difference between fantasy
and reality, unlike those involved in the Ten-
nessee incident.

“I don’t think anything about it,” he said. “I
know it’s just a game.”

|Ally Betley|

1: Soldiers, dressed in their military

fatigues, take a short break as they cross

a snowy mountain in Afghanistan.

2: Craft and his engineers plan to rebuild

this school, typical of those in Afghanistan.

3,4: According to UA News, UA students

donated 890 school supply kits for Afghani

school children, such as the children

pictured here.

5. Craft smiles for the camera. Craft is

currently a Lieutenant Colonel in the

Army National Guard.

Messages from UAHS phys-

ics teacher Paul Craft

prompt assistance from

students, community

|Ashley Anderson & Chloe Tiberi|

photos courtesy|Paul Craft|

An e-mail typed on a computer in Bagram, Af-
ghanistan travels through phone lines and
Internet connections through Eastern Europe,
across the Atlantic Ocean and finally arrives here
in Upper Arlington, Ohio. From a computer thou-
sands of miles away, word arrives almost instantly
from a soldier in Afghanistan.

After hard work and excessive training,
UAHS physics teacher Paul Craft left Sept. 11,
2003 to serve in the U.S. military based in Af-
ghanistan and has recently e-mailed updates, in-
forming UAHS faculty on everything from the
weather to forming a new Afghani Constitution.

Craft serves as the deputy commander of 1,200
combat engineers from American, Korean,
Slovakian and Polish troops. He also works as the
Coalition Joint Task Force Engineer.

“It is an interesting mission,” Craft said in a re-
cent e-mail to faculty. “About half of our troops are

The official Grand Theft Auto web site said in
the game, the player assumes the position of a man
who has been “betrayed and left for dead.” The
player then acts as the resentful character through
a series of missions in which he needs “to rob, steal
and kill just to stay out of serious trouble.”

Due to the extreme situations the game pre-
sents, Grand Theft Auto’s audience targets “mature”
adults at least 17-years-old because of the exces-
sive blood, violence and language. McCombs said
he needed an adult to buy the game for him.

Similar to the I-270 shootings, the player in
Grand Theft Auto has the option of purchasing a
sniper gun. The player can then shoot at people
and at cars from designated areas, though
McCombs said the game does not revolve around
this aspect.

“[The sniper gun] is not the purpose of the game,”
he said. “The purpose is to complete missions.”

Players like McCombs are instead attracted to

Teacher has
duty elsewhere

Teacher has
duty elsewhere
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|Brady Williams|

�

Summer reading

committee changes

selection process in

response to student

complaints in 2003

the game by the action.
The player can easily explore three impressively

detailed cities in a rather elite car. The minuteness
of the details, however, also applies to the violence,
which McCombs said rightly draws criticism.

“The game is very realistic,” he said. “I can see
why people could blame [Grand Theft Auto].”

According to David Walsh, Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago, playing violent video games
may have a greater effect in increased aggression
than that of television violence. In a video game,
the player actually takes the position of the shooter,
creating an identity connection; therefore, the
player is more likely to imitate its actions. Video
games also actively involve the player and teach
through the repetitiveness of re-enacting certain
scenes throughout the game.

Junior Katie Nygren said she is not affected by
the violence by limiting her game play. Playing
Grand Theft Auto is a nice break from monoto-

involved with base camp construction and road
construction and improvement. The other half are
involved in mine clearing, demolition and destroy-
ing unexploded ordnance and weapon caches.”

Craft wrote the situation is becoming stable and
the Afghani “congress” is meeting to settle the po-
litical and social issues as quickly as possible.

“It may not be Adams, Henry, Franklin and
the boys, but it seems to be the best hope this
country has of producing a document that recog-
nizes the tribal, ethnic and religious differences
and the Islamic nature of the country within a
democratic framework,” Craft wrote.

Another message from Craft revealed the pov-
erty and despair of Afghani families and the lack
of education for children.

“The children ask not for candy but for pens
as we drive by,” he wrote. “I have heard, but do
not know if it is true, that having a pen is one of
the entrance requirements for going to school.”

Craft asked UAHS to contribute school sup-
plies for the underprivileged Afghani youth. A
school supply drive sponsored by students in the
Career Development Student Advisory
Council (CD-SAC) collected notebooks,
pens and crayons from students and sent the
supplies to Afghanistan Dec. 19, according

to school counselors.
Seniors Christina Cacioppo and

Paul Hoffman independently orga-
nized another fundraiser to benefit
Afghani children. Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King was shown at Arena
Grand Jan. 20 with tickets selling at
$8 per person. Money raised from
ticket sales was used to purchase addi-
tional school supplies that will be taken
to Afghanistan with the help of State
Representative Deborah Pryce.

nously watching TV with friends all the time,
she said. Nygren said she realizes the violence
of the game but manages to focus on the ob-
ject of completion.

“It’s more than a go-around-shooting-
game,” she said. “There’s a plot to it.”

Nygren said she believes Grand Theft Auto
could influence the sniper, but by solely blam-
ing the game critics fail to recognize other out-
side influences.

“I don’t think it’s right to blame one game,”
Nygren said. “There’s probably a mixture of
things that contributed to it.”

McCombs also understands the possible
negative affects Grand Theft Auto could have
on the player, but realizes that previous action
games had similar objectives.

“People may blame it on [Grand Theft
Auto],” McCombs said, “but games like this
have been around for years.”

�

�

Summer reading book lists and follow-up
assignments are expected to draw less
criticism from students this year, due to a
newly created Summer Reading Commit-
tee comprised of teachers and students
from all four grades. The committee has
been re-working the summer reading pro-
cess with many goals in mind.

Language arts  teacher Joanie
Zeigler is in charge of the committee.
Language arts  teachers Allison
McPherson, Karen Franklin, Katherine
Buvinger and Abby Pavell are in
charge of 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th
grade reading lists, respectively.

Senior Seth Herbst said they have
tried to involve non-committee mem-
ber peers by listening to their opinions
about possible books or assignments.

“The committee is not secretive or
closed by any means,” Herbst said. “We
have been encouraged to share our
book lists and thoughts with our
friends and fellow students.”

Junior committee member Braedon
Dennis said the committee will make
the summer reading assignment more
enjoyable for both teachers and stu-
dents. They are trying to create more
interesting ways of evaluation.

“We’ve been thinking of other ways,
rather than journals for students to re-
flect on their novels,” Dennis said. “I
know that the students didn’t like writ-
ing the journals, and I’ve learned that it
was a very time-consuming process for
the teachers [to grade] as well.”

Senior member Mary Curphey
said book talks and reading checks
were popular ideas for journal sub-
stitutes, but most likely will not be
the final evaluation.

“We felt that students can get
through the book talks without hav-
ing to read their novels,” she said.
“The reading checks, however, are
also complicated because students will
have English different semesters and
may tell their friends answers on the
comprehension quiz.”

4
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Matt Kohr poses with the main character of his

animated short,“Henry.” Matt also made a tuto-

rial on the designing aspect of his cartoon.
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Geoff Gatts crafted an en-
tire drum set out of wood.

T
|Jason Shough|

The race is on: college applications, homework assignments, tests and
the climax of every UA 12th grader’s high school academic career—
The Senior Thesis.

Stroll through the Learning Center in springtime; rows and rows of
finished Senior Thesis projects glisten on the bookshelves in the room’s
center—the air thick with accomplishment. But, before seniors get there
this year, hours upon hours must be devoted to their projects. The se-
nior thesis brings a sense of achievement and adventure but not with-
out extreme amounts time and effort. As for those in first semester
Humanities or AP Literature classes, here is a small sample of what
seniors are turning out:
graphics|Dana Harper|

in
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What’s going down...
pagefeature

the

Maggie Tate choreographed and performed

a dance recital involving other dancers in

the UAHS auditorium.
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Geoff Gatts crafted an en-
tire drum set out of wood.
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Eamonn Bahnson de-

signed and modeled a

nine-hole golf course.

feature

21 Grams

|J-I student Chadd Harbold| |J-I student Jeff Bowers|

�

Seniors relax and resolve to avoid all work for the
next six months.

Exams end, and a great sigh of relief rises above
the school’s abnormal chimney.

Cabin fever sets in as winter blues emerge
along with the sun’s cameo appearance.b
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d Arlingtonian evaluates UA—the good, the bad and the ... ‘meh.’

Bear paws reveal the recent ups and downs of UA life.
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Another sad week of school without any
snow days to catch up on the lost sleep from
first semester.

Freshman

How are ya, Jeff?

  I’m good thanks.

You’re a freshman, are you

enjoying high school?

  Yeah, I like it a lot more than

middle school. It’s more

challenging but fun.

What’s more challenging about it?
  The hour and a half of homework

per night.

Ugh, so what’s your favorite class?

  Choir, it’s fun but still laid back.

Awesome, is music your passion?

  Music and football.

Good deal. Sounds like UA is
treating you well.

  Of course. Open study halls would

be nice though.

Jeff NygrenCold Mountain

To see or not to see

photo courtesy|Miramax|photo courtesy|Universal Pictures|

withAQand

Andrew DeRoberts recorded

10 original song with the

Buzzmark Blues Band.

Justin Birchard wrote and re-

corded several Scottish songs

on the bagpipes.
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21 Grams is, quite frankly, the best film of 2003.
Directed by Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu and star-
ring Sean Penn, Benicio Del Toro (The Usual
Suspects) and Naomi Watts (Mulholland Dr.), this
film’s staggering acting and beautiful visuals cre-
ate something audiences rarely see: powerful
emotion lacking sentimentality. 21 Grams tells
the story of a car accident bringing together a
dying man in need of  a heart (Penn), a grieving
widow (Watts) and a born-again Christian/ex-
con (Del Toro).

Although critics, like Roger Ebert, com-
plained about the non-linear organization, this
structure only adds to the story. The audience is
thrown into the characters’ lives abruptly and is
forced to do the unimaginable: think. Inarritu’s
choice to organize 21 Grams thematically, not chro-
nologically, makes the story more compelling. A

From the director of The English Patient comes
another love/war epic—Cold Mountain. The
film encapsulates the lifestyle of Southerners
during the American Civil War. Jude Law and
Nicole Kidman play a couple viciously torn
apart by the war.

The opening battle sequence, which is
wonderfully horrendous, is one of the film’s
triumphs, along with the excellent support-
ing cast. Despite this, the film suffers due to
its two main characters’ love, which seems
childish and unbelievable.

Renée Zellweger was nominated for a
Golden Globe for her role as the tomboy who
teaches Kidman about farm life.  Her role is
over-rated, over-played and annoying. The
film is a bloated love story and, for most, not
worth the time. B-
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She sits in her locked bedroom, isolating herself from the world.

Tears cascade down her face as she sits in the dark, alone. That day,

in her mind, was abysmal; the B+ she received on her English test

haunted her thoughts of getting accepted into a good college, and

she was sure the clumsy comment she muttered to the boy in the

hall ruined all chance of marriage. As she ponders over the events

of the day, of the week, she falls deeper into a pit of despair, one

which she cannot manage to climb out.

Student Marie* has experienced feelings similar to these for

the past five years of her life, and the ordeal has been tough. For

her, embarrassment outweighed the

need for support, so Marie hid her

depression for two years. After im-

mense pain and struggle, she real-

ized she could not successfully over-

come the obstacle of major depres-

sion alone. When she finally reached

out to family members for help and

began seeing a psychologist and psy-

chiatrist, she was able to emerge

from the darkness in which she was once so lost.

As illustrated by Marie’s attempt to hide her depression for two

years, the negative stereotypes surrounding the diagnosis and treat-

ment of the illness often cause many students to hide their symp-

toms from friends and family.

The main reason Marie hid her depression was embarrassment.

She also thought her depressed feelings were normal for teenagers.

“I honestly thought everyone was going through what I was,”

she said.

Trying to mask her true feelings and hide her depression, she

said, “I just tried to be happy all the time.”

”“Some teenagers are self-conscious and may
try to hide their depression. They want
people to feel they’re all right.

- Clinical Psychologist Cheryl Colvin, Ph.D

—Senior Tasha Manoranjan

focus
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Stereotypes

Cinda Wells, a practicing clinical psychologist, said teens are

often embarrassed to admit they are depressed because they do

not want to appear different from

their friends. This can make it more

difficult for teens to seek professional

help than for adults.

“[Teenagers] are usually embar-

rassed, but they're embarrassed be-

cause they're different from their

peers,” Wells said. “[The ease of ad-

mitting depression] probably de-

pends if the person usually talks

about [his or her] feelings a lot, or if the person keeps to [himself or

herself]. Teenagers want their life to go rolling along. [Diagnosis of

depression is] usually easier with adults because they know that

sometimes, things can go wrong in their lives. It tends to bother

teenagers more."

Cheryl Colvin, also a practicing clinical psychologist, said the diffi-

culty of admitting depression can cause teens to conceal their problems.

“Some teenagers are self-conscious and may try to hide their

Depressing
Negative stigma associated

with mental illness

hinders successful

diagnosis, treatment

|Allie D’Aurora & Kaitlyn Williams|

9

focus graphics|Yeye Zhang|

*denotes a source who requested anonymity; real name not used
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depression,” she said. “They want people to feel they’re all

right.”

Colvin said teens’

attempts to hide

their depression

could be linked to

peers’ lack of under-

standing and negative

stereotypes.

“In a lot of teens I

see, they think

people wouldn’t un-

derstand their de-

pression,” she said.

“They would think it

was the blues or just

being stressed out. They would be afraid that someone would

label them in a negative way.”

UAHS school psychologist Joe Keith said individuals with mental

illness believe their peers will stereotype them, and this makes it

difficult for depressed individuals to tell others.

“The teen years are very sensitive years for individuals,” Keith

said. “There’s something called an ‘onstage phenomena’ where

teens are under the impression that other individuals are paying

more attention to them than they really are ... It’s difficult [for

teens] to talk about [their] weaknesses to someone.”

Marie’s psychologist forced her to push through her embarrass-

ment and finally reveal her depression to her friends.

“I didn't have a choice [to tell my friends],” she said. “It was one

of my  ‘steps’ for my psychologist. She told me I had to tell a few

close friends so I could open up and so people would know what was

going on in my life.”

Marie said when she unveiled her illness, she felt her friends

overreacted. She said they started to ask a myriad of questions,

which quickly upset her.

“They asked if I tried to commit suicide and I told them I had.

They got overly emotional and it annoyed me,” Marie said. “One of

them asked me if it was weird to have depression—it just proves

the point that people really don't

get it.”

When dealing with depression,

Marie said it is best for the depressed

victim's friends and family to not

completely change their lifestyle to

accommodate the individual.

“They stopped using the term

‘depression’ around me,” she said.

“My friends know they

haven’t adjusted that

much, but it’s better

that way. It’s annoy-

ing when people ca-

ter to you.”

One of Marie’s

close friends,

”
“

You can’t understand [depression] until
you’ve got it ... [People] ask, ‘Well, why
can’t you pull yourself out of it, why can’t
you just make yourself happy?’ It’s not
that easy. It’s like you’re falling into a hole
and you really just basically can’t get out.
That’s what it feels like and it’s impos-
sible to understand.

-Student Marie*

student Camille*, said Marie’s depression came as a total shock.

The news frightened her because she had never dealt with de-

pression before.

“At first I didn't really know what to say, then I

just hugged her and started praying,” Camille said.

“I wasn't really sure what [depression] was and how

serious it was."

Camille also agrees there is a negative connotation

related to the diagnosis and treatment of depression; she

finds that people do not truly understand the disorder.

“When people think about depression they picture

someone who does not have any friends and cuts them-

selves all the time, but that’s not true,” she said.

Wells emphasized that teenagers with depression

should not be viewed as abnormal.

“There is probably a prejudice amongst teenagers.

These feelings don’t mean you’re crazy, they’re just feelings,” she said.

“Emotions are not

crazy—it just happens

to people.”

Another obstacle

in diagnosing de-

pression is deter-

mining whether the

person has the blues

or actual clinical de-

pression. Wells said

with clinical depres-

sion, the feelings

and emotions per-

sist, but with the

blues, the feelings

will quickly fade.

“The blues tend to

get better quickly af-

ter a few days or

weeks. You can divert

the blues by doing

something you en-

joy,” she said. “If [the

sadness] doesn't go

away after a month or

so then it needs to be

a concern. Symptoms

for depression are

more severe.”

It is not uncom-

mon for teenagers to feel sad, Wells said, but the difference be-

tween actual depression and merely feeling depressed is important

to distinguish.

“I think teenagers throw the term around without know-

ing the true meaning,” she said. “It’s not just something that

goes away. Everyone has depressed feelings, but that’s not

the same as having depression.”

Colvin said teenagers often experience ups and downs, and it

is hard for friends or family to decipher which moods are more

severe than typical mood swings.

“I think a lot of teenagers don’t know they’re de-

pressed. I think it’s difficult for a teen’s friend to know

what to do,” she said. “It’s hard to know when to go to

an adult. If they do see drastic changes in their friend, they

should confront their friend and try to help their friend go to

a r l i n g t o n i a n january 22, 200410
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Know the Signs:
Bipolar Disorder

Definition: Psychotic

disorder also known as

manic depression. It causes

severe mood swings, from

exceptional highs to

emotional lows.

Common Symptoms:
�Extreme changes in mood

�Increased energy and

talking

�Decreased amount of and

need for sleep

�Easily distracted

�Increased sexual

thoughts, feelings or

behaviors

�Increased participation in

goal-related activities

�Increased involvement in

risky activities

�Hallucinations and

paranoia

Major Depression

Definition: Disorder

those afflicted suffe

or more symptoms f

or more weeks. Also

referred to as melan

or unipolar disorder.

Periods can endure f

year if untreated.

Common Symptoms
�Depressed, irritable

anxious mood

�Feelings of worthle

�Slumped posture, p

eye contact

�Change in appetite

weight or sleep pa

�Self-denigrating ide

�Difficulty concentra

�Social withdrawal

�Recurrent thoughts

death or suicide

compiled by|Ashley Anderson & Kyle McMahon|
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The Counseling Center at UAHS offers several sevices
to assist students in need, including those with
depression. Below are programs offered to students
and a list of telephone numbers students can call
for help.

IAT (Intervention Assistance Team): This team of

faculty members is designed to help students by making

referrals to other counseling services. The team takes

requests for intervention for all types

of problems, including academic,

social, personal, behavioral and

family. The team meets once a week

to review cases and make referrals.

SNAP (Students Not Achieving
Potential): This program is designed to

help students experiencing problems in

the classroom. It increases

communication between teachers,

parents and other staff in hopes of

academic success. The IAT determines

placement in this program.

Northwest Counseling Center: The

school counseling center can refer

students here if they recognize a need.

Northwest Counseling Center can

provide the student with some

counseling services for free and

without parental notification by using

ADAMH funds.

Peer Collaboration: This program is

designed to provide academic and social

assistance to students by other students.

Services include lunch groups, one on

one tutoring or larger study groups.

Students, parents or teachers may make

requests for the assistance of a peer collaborator at the

Career Center offices in the second floor LC.

Counseling center offers

help for depressed students
|Kendrick Sledge|

�

somebody for help.”

Many people often wonder why people seeking professional help or

taking antidepressants cannot make themselves better, Marie said.

“You can’t understand [depression] until you’ve got it. You can tell

people it’s one of the worst things ever. You’re convincing yourself that

things aren’t worth living,” she said. “[People] ask, ‘Well, why can’t

you pull yourself out of it, why can’t you just make yourself happy?’

“It’s not that easy. It’s like you’re falling into a hole and you really

just basically can’t get out,” Marie explained. “That’s what it feels like,

and it’s impossible to understand.”

Colvin also said some people question the need for medication; however,

she believes antidepressants are a helpful tool to recovery.

“I see depression as the same as any other medical health condi

a r l i n g t o n i a njanuary 22, 2004

Hotlines: The counseling center also offers students a list

of hotlines for specific needs.

•24-hour suicide prevention—294-3300

•ALATEEN (for students affected by others’ drinking) —253-2701

•Referrals for substance abuse and other drug concerns—221-2255

•Counseling Center for Family Conflict—231-1151

•Rape/Sexually Abused and Rape Prevention—267-7020

•Pregnancy/Teen Clinic at OSU—293-5469

•National Eating Disorders—1-800-931-2237

•Choices for Victims of Domestic Violence—224-4663
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Dysthymia

Definition: This involves

chronic, mild depression.

Less severe than major

depression, but more

persistent. Possibly

involves a history of

family members with

major depression.

Dysthymia is also known

as dysthymic disorder.

Common Symptoms:
�Poor school or work

performance

�Social withdrawal

�Shyness

�Increased hostility

�Increased conflicts with

family and friends

�Physiological

abnormalities

�Irregular sleep patterns

Definition: SAD is a mood

disorder associated with

episodes of depression

corresponding to amounts

of light in various seasons.

The depression tends to

occur during winter months.

Common Symptoms:
�����Regularly occurring

symptoms of depression

(such as excessive

eating and sleeping,

weight gain) during the

fall or winter months

�����Depression symptoms

are absent during spring

and summer months

�����Symptoms have

occurred for at least

two years, with no

nonseasonal depres-

sion episodes

Cyclothymic Disorders

Definition: A disorder that

causes mild mood changes

with episodes of mild

depression and excitement.

Similar to bipolar disorder,

but less severe.

Common Symptoms:
�Episodes of depression with

low confidence and

increased amount of sleep

�Episodes of elation with

high enthusiasm and

decreased amount of sleep

�These moods alternate

irregularly, lasting several

days each

sources|A.D.A.M. Inc., National Mental Health Association, National Institute for Mental Health and The Merck Manual|

Seasonal Affective Disorder

Symptoms of depression vary by disorder

11
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tion,” she said. “If you had diabetes, you would take insulin and

nobody would question that, while if you have depression, people may

wonder why medication is necessary. Medication can be a lifesaver for

many people with depression.”

Many people are concerned when they hear someone is taking an-

tidepressants because they are unsure how they will act when not

on the medication, junior Bethany Comfort said.

An apprehension associated with patients stopping medication

is that patients will then harm themselves. Camille said she finds

herself worrying about Marie when she is off her medication.

“It’s a little scary when [Marie is] not on her medication because

of things that she might do,” Camille said.

However, Marie said, if someone taking medication does not take

one pill, they will not become insane.

“The stereotypes that are tied with medication is that if

you’re off your medication for one day, your life will turn back

to hell,” she said. “We’ve all seen ‘A Beautiful

Mind,’ and when [the main character] went off

his meds he went insane. Well, people think

it’s the same with depression. One missed pill

and our life turns to hell.”

To help treat her depression, Marie's psychia-

trist prescribed Cerazone, an antidepressant

which ends suicidal thoughts, and Lithium, a

mood stabilizer; she takes a total of five pills

per day. Marie said the prescriptions are benefi-

cial and necessary for treatment.

“[The medications] definitely help. Before I was

put on the medication, it was no hope—no nothing,

you're basically really depressed,” she said. “The medi-

cine is not a drastic change; it’s just eventually after

taking it for so long your mood just becomes back to

the way it was. It’s not like you’re suddenly extremely

happy; you’re just like everybody else.”

When off her medication for several days, Marie

said she finds herself falling back into blackness, experiencing painful

physical and emotional effects. Marie said she knows the benefits of

medication make it vital for her to continue taking it.

“If I’m off [my medication] for three days I have headaches and go

through withdrawals, and I go back to where I was,” she said. “I have

stomachaches, I’m tired ... It's bad. I get antsy and short-tempered. I

have no patience whatsoever for anything. Then, I stop sleeping and

start thinking about things that have no significance. Basically, I go back

to the hell I go through before I [took] the medicine.”;

Stereotypes aside, Colvin said if a teen fears they may have depres-

sion it is necessary for him or her to seek help immediately.

“No matter what anybody thinks,” she said, “if you need help,

get help.” �

photo illustration|Allie Kattoua
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TALKBACK: Why do you think depression has such a negative stereotype?

“Society feels bad for
people with depression.
Society wants to help but
does not know what to do
besides medication.
People may just want to
give that person space.”

“The media misinforms
people about depression.
Also, it is not a popular
conversation topic. If
people were more
informed about depres-
sion, they would be less
apt to judge.”

“In the movies, depressed
people are portrayed as
isolated, angry and as
outcasts. When finding
out someone is on anti-
depressants, other people
probably feel uncomfort-
able around that person.”

photo illustration|Allie Kattoua|

Senior Andrew ShivelyJunior Cristina Caligiuri

�

Freshman Blake
Greiner

Lack of research prompts
some to question prescribing
antidepressants for teens
|Allie D’Aurora & Kaitlyn Williams|

�

T
The possibly hazardous effects of medicating teens with

depression are an under-researched topic that has recently

begun to receive more attention.

Psychologist Cinda Wells, Ph.D, said many individuals in

the medical field are unsure of the medicine’s harmful ef-

fects on teens.

“The most negative effect [of the medication] is that

we're uncertain of the negative effects,” Wells said.

OSU professor and

practicing child psychologist

Sreelatha Pulakhandam, M.D.,

said the lack of research

contributes to the lack of

knowledge of the consequences

of medicating depressed teens.

“Honestly, there are not

many studies in teen medica-

tion,” she said. “More research

needs to be done.”

Hoping to address the

problem of lacking research,

the National Institute of Men-

tal Health is conducting a

study of treatments for teens

suffering from Major Depres-

sive Disorder.

According to NIMH, the

study, called the Treatment for Adolescents with Depression

Study (TADS), “will compare the short-and long-term effec-

tiveness of medication and psychotherapy for depression in

teenagers. For teens treated in TADS, the trial is designed to

provide best-practice practical care for depression. It is [the

NIMH’s] hope that the overall study results will improve the

future care of adolescents with depression.”

Over 430 teens from 10 cities in the United States will be

given one of four treatment options for up to nine months.

A one-year assessment period will follow. The NIMH hopes

the treatment of teen depression will improve with results

from the study.

photo illustration|Allie Kattoua|
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Blumen Garten
Florists

Call: 451-1299

4687 Reed Rd.
at Henderson

Winter sports continue practices,

tournaments; spring sports condition

action
athletes

in

Top Left: Junior Jen Pertle practices her freestyle swim in hopes of

continuing the team’s perfect season record of 12-0. The Bears hope to

maintain their title of State Champion.

Top Right: During winter conditioning for the upcoming crew season, senior

Jon Swanson gets back in the groove of rowing. The team’s first spring

regatta will be held April 3.

Bottom Right: Senior Phil Hardyman prepares to attack his opponent against

Thomas Worthington at the Jan. 8 wrestling meet. The Bears lost 33-36.

Left: At the Dec. 2 girls basketball game against Mount Vernon, senior

Kathleen Cooper drives to the hoop. The Bears lost 35-48.

photo|Alex Dappen|

photo|Allie Kattoua|

photo|Alex Dappen|

photo|Bailey Capelle|
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The Scouting Report:

The point guard tries to call the final play as his team prepares for their last
chance to tie the game. With only seconds remaining on the clock, he
frantically attempts to get his teammates’ attention, but his voice cannot
overcome the chanting voices from the bleachers. Sweat glistens off his
forehead as he decides to attempt the final shot.

As much as this sounds like the final moments of a college basketball

|Brady Williams|

Winter surfaces only one ma-

jor phenomenon that I care

about: IBA Basketball. Some

people have family, Christ-

mas trees or turkey dinners

to look forward to, and

though I enjoy all of these,

nothing compares to IBA. For

three years I’ve been an ada-

mant supporter of the

league, mainly because no-

where else in UA can you find

such a raw display of talent.

In fact, you could even call

me an expert commentator of IBA basketball, and as such

these are my scouting reports.

An in-depth look over the boys league shows an abundance

of promise. Senior Chris Burton’s Minnesota organization will

serve as the intimidator in its division. With such promising

IBA

prospects as two-time Shough-award winner senior Clayton

Hall for his performance at the line, and senior Nick Finissi

for astounding strength, Minnesota can’t be matched—unless

of course St. Johns can repeat last year’s performance.

Steve Tanner’s senior St. Johns squadron has been described

as “one of the decade’s most feared teams” by aficionado

Jason Barger. Tanner’s field goal finesse, Kevin Crim’s Legolas-

like three-point accuracy and top prospect Grant Saunders

could upset the mighty Minnesota. Of course I can’t neglect

to mention last year’s Shough MVP award winner, Andrew

Kuykendall. I feel a titan-like match brewing between these

two teams in the gym.

Action is likely to occur in all three boys divisions. I ex-

pect many wins from Corey Bentine’s junior Texas organiza-

tion, Miles Lustnauer’s senior UConn and Kyle McCandlish’s

junior NC State teams. Of course, The AP Physics All Stars

may take the league by storm ... We never know.

In all the scouting notes I’ve taken, the only team guar-

anteed not to win a single game is Ben Weisenberg’s senior

Intramural basketball gives students

a chance to show their “skills,” or

lack thereof

�

|Jason Shough|

game, this scene is from something much different than the NCAA. This
heated competition only exists in another basketball league: IBA, the In-
tramural Basketball Association. Advised by Ron Mautz and Cathy
Ventresca, IBA offers boys and girls the opportunity to play basketball in a
relaxed atmosphere.

Junior Nathan Hall, who has played on the school basketball team
since his freshman year, said he looked forward to the start of the
IBA season.

“Playing on the [school] basketball team has been a great experi-
ence, but the practices were tough and intense at times,” Hall said. “It
will be nice to play with my friends just for fun.”

Senior Clare Rubel also enjoys playing in a non-competitive
game situation.

“I’m not really conscious about rules during IBA,” she said. “When I
play, dribbling is pretty much optional.”

While many students prefer the relaxed environment of IBA, others say
games can sometimes get intense. Senior Chris Lisi, co-captain of the Rap-
tors, admits crucial points in games add to the excitement of the event.

“I have always liked IBA’s laidback atmosphere,” Lisi said. “But it’s
fun when the game is close and the intensity rises; I never like to lose.”

For other students, IBA helps condition for sports in the off-season.
Sophomore Eric Reinhardt uses IBA as a break from his intense la-
crosse conditioning.

“During the winter we have running and indoor games a few times a
week,” Reinhardt said. “IBA is  a nice break and good conditioning; it’s
also nice to do some ballin’ with the boys.”

 Senior CJ Ford has played competitive basketball since middle
school, but she wishes she could play IBA with her friends.

“My friends have so much fun playing IBA,” Ford said. “I would
love to play with my friends and play on the basketball team with my
current teammates.”

Whether for the athlete who needs conditioning, the laidback player,
or the intense competitor, there are always spots in what seems like the
ruleless IBA league.

Photo: During an IBA game Jan. 7, senior Mary Soller of the Magic attempts

to shoot the ball. The Magic beat the Bulls 16-12.

Tough competition starts

up for IBA players
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Kansas team. Big-man Jack Tench couldn’t sink a tray even

if you bribed him, Sam Crepeau doesn’t know what basket-

ball is and the last time Kevin Schill made a field goal,

Michael Jordan was a new face in the NBA. However, we’ve

all seen Cinderella stories before, and with Weisenberg’s skill for

cunning tactics and his surprisingly high two-point percentage,

there’s a chance Kansas could be sporting the IBA champ shirts

come winter’s end.

When it comes to girls IBA, no sporting event is more

competitive. There is not a doubt in my mind that the Magic

will take home the IBA champ shirts, but making sure se-

nior captain Halley Conway receives the ball at least 40

times is the only prerequisite. The team also keeps a se-

cret weapon: senior Sybil Stademan-Wells, a fearsome point

guard whose average courtline-to-courtline sprint time

equals that of a baby cheetah. I’d hate to touch her shoes

after a game. I foresee intense rivalries and bitter insult

exchanges to come, mainly from the Magic’s most similarly

talented foe, the Spurs.

Junior Jody Albrecht’s Spurs display raw power and in-

tensity on the court. Two words explain the Spurs success:

Kelly Meeder. Nicknamed “Meeder the Speeder,” this junior’s

dedication to the game and her perfect jump shots instill

passion and fire in the hearts of her teammates. Meeder’s

close range is perfected by the beautiful three point shots

of junior Sarah Burton. Throw in captain Albrecht and the

rest of the crew and I see a highly competitive brand of

basketball emerging from the depths of the girls IBA league.

The Spurs certainly have the potential to water down the

Magic’s victory soup.

Some skills I noticed from this last team are parallel to

the skills I noted from the boys Kansas club ... a certain lack

of any at all. Senior captain Mallory Ford’s Lady Lakers aren’t

ready for the intensity of the IBA league. I fear seniors Mary

Curphey and Hadley Hatch will be forced to forfeit the sea-

son with stress fractures after their Jan. 6 performance. I

also, to my disgust, witnessed a total lack of hustle on both

sides of the court by the Lady Lakers, and there is only one

solution I know to offer—many, many wind sprints.

And that, fans and spectators, is the IBA league in a nut-

shell. For all those players whose talents I blatantly exagger-

ated, I give my most cordial apologies. But I suggest the IBA

off-season as a time to sharpen those skills.

I mean, this is IBA basketball we’re talking about. �

Final Predictions:Columnist Jason Shough chooses his

top contenders in IBA tournament

layout design|Stephanie Hummel|graphic|Dana Harper & Alex Dappen|
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Outside the window the ground is covered by
an inch of snow, but inside the tropical rainforest
room of the greenhouse, the air is warm and
damp. Chihuly at the Conservatory will be visiting
The Franklin Park Conservatory from Oct. 11 -
March 21, and it comes highly recommended.

Dale Chihuly was born in Tacoma, Wash-
ington in 1941 and was a student in the first
glass program in the country at the University
of Washington. According to his website, the
magic began in 1968 when, on a trip to
Venice, Chihuly witnessed a glassblowing
style that he would later adopt as his own:
team glass-blowing.

The exhibit operates much like a tour, with
doors leading from one environment  to another.
Rocks and miniature caverns amongst the in-
digenous plants line the paths within the two

levels, making patrons feel they are
about to commence an exotic
game of putt-putt golf. When
one walks underneath a cave
and peers through a “window”
to see a waterfall, the compari-
son comes naturally. But don’t let
the Magic Mountain vibe keep you
away—the Franklin Park Conservatory is
a gorgeous facility currently inhabited
by some of the most breathtaking
blown glass work in existence.

The first encounter is the Himalayan
Mountains—as depicted in a two-story room.
Within the monsoon climate is a series of glow-
ing glass sculptures interspersed with Hima-
layan cedars and other plants native to the en-
vironment. A cluster of fire-toned cylinders
rise up out of the soil, seeming to reach for the
glass ceiling.

Do not be surprised to find your glasses
fogged up or feel a drop of water fall on your
head, because the tropical rain forest zone is

quite humid. And do not mistake the inter-
mittent screeching for a child throwing a

tantrum–it’s just the blue and gold macaws
caged near the exit. Even these birds, and the
lories in the next room, seem to be part of the
art displayed here.

The transition from the tropical rainforest
room to the desert one is dramatic. Chihuly does

V{|{âÄç
at the Conservatory
Columbus welcomes world-

renowned blown-glass artist

to Franklin Park Conservatory

not make the
mistake of try-
ing to tone
down his unmis-

takably colorful
work to adapt to the

muted surroundings.
Instead, he takes

viewers’ breath away with
contras t ing  lavender

reeds growing amongst myrtle cacti
and century plants.
The last room on this tour is that of the Pa-

cific Islands. The first thing viewers see is a pond
with huge, tricolored fish swimming with large,
floating glass balls. This room contains possi-
bly the most breathtaking piece in the entire
exhibit, aptly titled The Sunset Tower. A mas-
sive chandelier of sorts, this mammoth piece is
reminiscent of former endeavors of Chihuly and
his team, such as Chihuly over Venice.

According to Franklin Park Conservatory
guide Bill Dawson, each piece of the tower was
carried into the room separately and added to
iron beams one by one, accumulating in a ma-
jestic statue. Part of Chihuly’s crew came to put
it together, without blueprints, entirely from
memory, he said.

Other highlights include the vibrant draw-
ings on permanent display in the annexes on-
looking the conservatory’s courtyards. These ab

|Alex Dappen||Joannie Colner|story photos
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stract drawings and paintings are as
brightly colored as Chihuly’s glasswork
and, when backlit, act much like
stained glass.

After walking through the four
rooms of this tour, be sure to venture
into the gift shop to catch a few min-
utes of the documentary on Chihuly
and his studio playing on a
loop. Chihuly’s work is awe-inspiring
enough on its own, but after viewing
the rough-edged looking crew of men
and women working under Chihuly to
create these delicate sculptures, the in-
trigue grows. After putting the last piece
in the kiln, the crew is shown sharing a
drink and throwing a lively, impromptu party.
This ensemble of artists  looks like they are hon-
estly enjoying working together—a truly re-
freshing sight. In several clips, Chihuly is shown
literally tossing a series of round-shaped sculp-
tures into a Venetian canal. After one broke,
he and his crew just laughed and tried again.
Just as delightful as Chihuly’s work is his swash-
buckling persona.

The true genius behind Chihuly at the Con-
servatory is the near-seamless transition from his
blown glass masterpieces to the surrounding
plant life. At times it may take a moment to
distinguish a piece on display from its photo-
synthesizing neighbor; Chihuly is  obviously in-
spired by nature. Each piece is not arbitrarily
placed in a climate-zone either; all the glass on
display either fits in perfectly or stands out in a

striking and memorable manner.
Whether coming for the glasswork
or the plants, the exhibit is certain
to “blow” visitors away.

Photos: Utilizing every color of the

rainbow, Dale Chihuly and his team

of glass-blowers create an endless

variety of nature-inspired sculptures.

Above photos are examples of

Chihuly’s eclectic array of glass

sculptures. Numbered from right to

left, top to bottom, they are:

1.”The Sunset Tower”

2. Seaforms example

3. Closeup of a chandelier

4. Floating balls example

5. Venetian example

6. Macchia example

photo|Bailey Capelle

Franklin Park Conservatory

Before you go...

where:

when: Oct. 11-March 21

Tues.-Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Weds. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

cost: $5 for students and seniors

$6.50 for adults

$3.50 for children ages 2-12

1

2

3

4

5 6
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Rumors have been going around that the
boy you sit next to in history is under
therapy for depression. When you walk into
class that day, you avoid all eye contact and
stare at the ground—you don’t want to
offend him. A whisper goes around the
room and silence follows.

Students are understandably uncertain
how to respond to the diagnosis of de-
pressed individuals. The social awkward-
ness that results only compounds the
problem; it prolongs recovery since
depressed individuals worry about their
peers’ reactions. At its core, however,
depression is simply a medical condition
like all other illnesses.

People suffering from depression do not
require altered behavior from friends and
family to better accommodate the indi-
vidual. In fact, singling out the individual
can advertise his/her disorder to a degree
that is embarrassing and uncomfortable
when the person is simply trying to
maintain a sense of normalcy. The miscon-
ception that a sincere talk or more caring
demeanor will create change often only
serves to irritate people with depression
even more. Although it is a natural
tendency to try to be attentive to the
illness by monitoring speech around the
individual or being overly concerned,
psychologists say the excessive preoccupa-

T
Ruined Resolutions

death? Then there’s always the option of going to the gym, only to

be accosted by Arnold Schwarzenegger wanna-be’s, at which point

one truly realizes the amazingly remarkable qualities of a

fireplace and hot chocolate.

For the majority of students, there is the ever-looming burden

to actually start that homework before the strike of midnight.

But then Wednesday night comes along, and the TV screen

displays the turbulent scenery of the California coastline as The

O.C. begins. Reading about the wonders of molecular bonding

pales in comparison to the latest trials and tribulations of Ryan

and Marissa. Who can honestly focus on the history of some

ancient culture when Seth is plastered across the TV screen

explaining the history of Chrismukka?

So now that we’ve past January 1, the day of frantic promise-

making that no one will ever keep, I urge the few stragglers

out there still suffering from daily frost bite and O.C.

deprivation to drop the new habits and revert to those

comfortable old ways. After all, you’d probably only last a

few more days anyway.

gym or go out for a run daily, but let’s be honest, who really wants

to leave the house and dare the elements of an Ohio winter? When

weighing the options of either bundling up to the point of not

being able to move, or curling up by the fire with a mug of

homemade hot chocolate, who in their right mind would actually

choose the run to burn off maybe 50 calories before freezing to

The New Year is upon us, and

of course, that means it is

time for those magnificent

New Year’s Resolutions. Every

year the masses declare their

promises to exercise or to stop

the art of procrastination. And

every year, those same wishful

list makers forget these goals

by the end of January, if not

by the very next day.

It never fails that hundreds

of people pledge to hit the
|Kendrick Sledge|

tion can be more harmful than beneficial.
Although depression is a mental disorder,

medication and therapy can treat it. As is
true for other illnesses, depression is not a
personality trait, nor does it define an
individual. The inherent social stigma
attached to the illness results from a lack of
understanding; unfortunately, only the
afflicted person can truly comprehend the
depth of it. Depression cycles through good
and bad days, and people should be more
sensitive instead of
classifying the individual
as unapproachable or
overly dramatic.

The negative percep-
tions of depression result
in unnecessary stereo-
types—people unfairly
interpret medication and
therapy as signs that
suffering individuals are
dangerously unstable and
should be treated with
extreme caution. How-
ever, these flawed ideas
have a greater effect than
perceived. People with
depression struggle to
confront family and
friends about their serious
illness; all they require in

return is understanding, not scrutiny.
Medication and professional help are

often the sole solutions to a brighter future.
Overexaggerating the situation could
hinder their resolve to get help.

Rather than simply labeling depression
to suit a personal comfort level, fully
evaluate the illness instead. Because
depression is a mental disease, nothing
more and and nothing less, treat those
affected with respect, not kid gloves.

Stereotypes unfairly label depression
|Staff Editorial|

�

editorial cartoon|Yeye Zhang|

Why can’t you just be happy?

�
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Arl ingtonian is  a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four  weeks by Journal i sm I I I -A
students at Upper Arlington High School.

The publication has been established as
a public forum for student expression and for
the discussion of issues of concern to its
audience. It  wil l  not be rev iewed or
restrained by school officials prior to
publication or distribution.

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which
consists of the staff’s top editors, will
determine  the  content  o f  the
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;
therefore, material may not necessarily
reflect the opinions or policies of Upper
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from the

The man leapt from the tower, his body aflame, and plunged
to a brutal death. Though many turned away at such a sight,
one boy began laughing at this gruesome depiction.

It is an abysmal reflection of our society when vio-
lence in movies creates humor, not sympathy. Our culture
rewards aggressive, impulsive behaviors that serve to rein-
force dangerous attitudes. For example, the most popular
sport in the United States is one in which physically tack-
ling other athletes results in victory, thereby encouraging
attacking others to serve an arbitrary purpose.

Our society is one unique to others in its reward for force-
ful, destructive behaviors. And unfortunately, our culture,
media and movies only serve to further glorify these danger-
ous attitudes. Whether they reflect suicide, war or sniper
shootings, violence in our society is plastered throughout the

|Tasha Manoranjan & Jess Williams|

Arlington school officials.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,

guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students
and the general public.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the
right to withhold a letter or column and return
it for more information if it determines the piece
contains items of unprotected speech as defined
by this policy.

As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full
on the Arlingtonian web site. They can be
viewed at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum
of four weeks.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish
only legally protected speech following the legal

definitions for libel, obscenity and invasion
of privacy. The staff will also refrain from
printing stories that create a material
disruption of school activities.

Because the Arl ingtonian staff  wil l
determine content of the publication, it will
therefore also take complete legal and
financial responsibility for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a
story solely on the basis of possible dissent
or controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, subscription sales and
other fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret
and enforce this editorial policy.

arlingtonian

editors
Prevalence of violence

in culture reflects

disturbing desensitization

Editors in Chief

news, music, movies, and now, video games.
Grand Theft Auto is one such game. Although societal

influences encourage violence, individuals should not suc-
cumb to these supposed norms. A society in which simula-
tions of hunting and killing other people is no longer con-
sidered abnormal clearly makes a statement about our cul-
tural values. The recent I-270 shootings, though possibly
unrelated, could well show the repurcussions of such seem-
ingly harmless pursuits.  Either way, the predominance of
violence in our society deserves awareness and caution.

that we can actually relax
during break?

I know several students who
spent their winter break study-
ing during a time when students
should be relaxing, which totally
ruined their winter break. The
year before last, I had a com-

pletely horrible as well as busy win-
ter break because I was too busy
finishing up my projects and study-
ing for the exams. I didn’t enjoy it
at all.

Let’s look at the policy and
consider my suggestion of sched-
uling first semester exams before
winter break.

Sophomore Julia Zhu

Student questions
practice of scheduling
exams after winter break

I want to discuss the issue
of having the first semester
exams after break. Why can’t
we have them before break, so

Letter to the Editor
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Learn how to sail, and scuba dive in the
Caribbean, climb mountains in South
America or just visit Australia or Europe.
Attend the Camp Fair to find out more info.
Date: February 8, 2004
Time: 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Location: Columbus School for Girls
56 S. Columbia Ave, Bexley, Ohio
Corner of Drexel and E. Broad Street

Make your summer exciting!!


